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THE ISLAND by Natasha Preston



FIVE SURVIVE

Eight hours. Six friends. Five survive. From #1 New York Times bestselling author 
Holly Jackson comes a gripping thriller about a road trip that turns deadly.

Red Kenny is on a road trip for spring break with five friends: her best friend 
and her older brother, his perfect girlfriend, a friend from school, and the guy 
Red wishes was more than a friend. When their RV breaks down in the middle of 
nowhere with no cell service, they soon realize it’s no accident. They have been 
trapped by someone out there in the dark—someone who clearly wants them 
dead. 

With eight hours until dawn, the six friends must escape or figure out which one 
of them is the target. But is there a liar among them? Buried secrets will be forced 
to light and tensions inside the van will reach deadly levels. Not all of them will 
survive the night . . . 

Rights to FIVE SURVIVE licensed in:
Brazil – Intrinseca

France – Casterman
Germany - Bastei Lübbe
Holland - Uitgeverij Volt

Hungary - Kolibri
Italy - Rizzoli

Portugal - Presença
Romania - Corint
Slovakia - Slovart

Spanish (World) - Planeta
UK - Farshore (HarperCollins UK)

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Holly Jackson
400
14+ 
November 29, 2022



Joy Revolution is an imprint devoted to love stories written by people of color about people of color. Led 
by bestselling authors, Nicola and David Yoon, Joy Revolution publishes a carefully curated list of books 
whose revolutionary act is to simply depict joy. Readers can pick up a Joy Revolution book and know that 
they are in a safe place, free from exclusion or misrepresentation. They can relax and enjoy being swept 
away by a thrilling love story. Love has the power to unmake and remake the world, and everyone  
deserves their own happy ending.



•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Talia Hibbert
304
12+
January 3, 2023

HIGHLY SUSPICIOUS 
AND UNFAIRLY CUTE 

From a New York Times bestselling author comes a cheeky, laugh-out-loud romance about 
a quirky content creator and a clean-cut athlete testing their abilities to survive the great  
outdoors—and each other. 

Bradley Graeme is pretty much perfect. He’s a star soccer player, manages his OCD pretty 
well, and is top of all his classes . . .except the ones he shares with his ex-best friend,  
Celine. Celine Bangura is whip-smart and popular on TikTok for her conspiracy theories—
yet, she still can’t forgive Brad for abandoning her in favor of the popular kids.

These days, there’s nothing between them other than petty insults and academic rivalry. So 
when Celine signs up for a survival course in the woods, she’s surprised to find Brad right  
beside her. Forced to work as a team for the chance to win a grand prize, these two teens 
must confront their messy past. And as this adventure brings them closer together, they 
embark on a whole new kind of relationship.

The witty dialogue and pitch-perfect romantic tension will delight readers worldwide in this 
deliciously fun ex-friends-to-lovers story.

Rights to HIGHLY SUSPICIOUS AND UNFAIRLY CUTE licensed in:
UK – Piatkus (Hachette UK) 



QUEEN BEE 

A teen girl seeking retribution against her backstabbing former best friend finds her 
plans derailed when she catches the eye of a familiar, handsome marquess.

Lady Ela Dalvi knows the exact moment her life was forever changed—when her best 
friend, Poppy, ruthlessly betrayed her over a boy, the son of a duke. She was sent away 
to boarding school, penniless and disgraced. Nearly three years later, eighteen-year-old 
Ela is consumed with bitterness and a desire for revenge. 

With an audacious plan to get even, Ela disguises herself as a mysterious heiress and 
infiltrates London’s elite. But when Ela reunites with the only boy she’s ever loved, now 
a handsome marquess, she begins to question whether vengeance is still her greatest 
desire.

An entertaining romp that takes the best of Bridgerton and adds a healthy dose of 
vengeful scheming, QUEEN BEE will delight teen romance readers.
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•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Amalie Howard
368
12+
April 4, 2023
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400
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NUBIA: THE AWAKENING 

From acclaimed actor and producer Omar Epps and co-author Clarence A. Haynes comes 
the first book in a powerful duology about three teens—refugees from a fallen African 
utopia—who must navigate their newfound powers in a climate-ravaged New York City. 

For cousins Uzochi and Lencho, the land of Nubia—a utopian island nation off the coast 
of West Africa—is a mystery. Before they were born, a massive storm destroyed their 
ancestral homeland, forcing their families to flee across the ocean to New York City. 
Their parents’ sorrow at the loss of their home was too deep for them to share much of 
their history beyond folklore. New York, ravaged by climate change and class division, is 
far from a haven for refugees, and Nubians live as outcasts, struggling to survive, while 
the rich thrive in the tech-driven sky city known as the Up High.

Uzochi, Lencho, and their new friend, Zuberi, are beginning to feel there might be more. 
Something within them is changing, giving each of them powers—extraordinary and ter-
rifying powers that seem to be tied to the secrets their parents have kept from them. 
There are people Up High watching, eager to do anything they can to become even more 
powerful. The three teens will be faced with the choice—to use their inheritance to lift 
their people or to leave them behind. 

Perfect for fans of Black Panther, this epic Afrofuturist story paints a startling and  
vibrant world filled with hope, resistance, adventure, and strength.

Rights to NUBIA: THE AWAKENING licensed in:
Brazil - Editora Schwarcz

Poland - Helion
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400
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June 27, 2023

INVISIBLE SON 

From the award-winning and critically acclaimed author of THIS IS MY AMERICA comes 
a thriller about a wrongly accused teen desperate to reclaim both his innocence and his 
first love.

For Andre Jackson, returning from juvenile detention doesn’t feel like coming home. His 
neighborhood is rapidly gentrifying, and coronavirus shuts down school before he can  
return. And Andre’s arrest for a crime he didn’t even commit taints his friendships. It’s as 
if his whole life has been erased.

The one thing Andre is counting on is his relationship with the Whitaker kids—especially his 
longtime crush, Sierra. But Sierra’s brother Eric is missing, and the facts don’t add up as 
their adoptive parents fight to keep up the act that their racially diverse family is picture-
perfect. If Andre can find Eric, he just might uncover the truth about his own arrest. 

This affecting thriller shines a light on injustice and a powerful search for truth.

INVISIBLE SON

A U T H O R  O F  T H I S  I S  M Y  A M E R I C A

K I M  J O H N S O N
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Natasha Preston
352
12+
February 28, 2023

THE ISLAND 

Hot on the heels of the New York Times bestsellers The Twin and The Lake, another 
pulse-pounding read from the undisputed queen of YA thrillers.

Jagged Island: a private amusement park for the very rich or the very influential. 
Liam, James, Will, Ava, Harper, and Paisley—all social media influencers with millions of  
followers—have been invited for an exclusive weekend before the park opens. They’ll 
make posts and videos for their channels and report every second of their VIP treatment. 

When the teens arrive, they’re stunned: the resort is even better than they’d imagined. 
Their hotel rooms are unreal, the park’s themed rides are incredible, and the island is 
hauntingly beautiful. They’re given a jam-packed itinerary for the weekend. But soon 
they’ll discover that something’s missing from their schedule: getting off the island alive.

Natasha Preston has written yet another book that can be wolfed down in one sitting. 
THE ISLAND is about to be readers’ next mystery obsession. 

Rights to THE TWIN licensed in: 
Germany – Penguin Random House Verlagsgruppe

Poland – JK Wydawnictwo
Spain – Planeta
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448
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MIDNIGHT STRIKES 

In this explosive fantasy, a girl must work with a roguish prince to escape the nightmarish 
curse that traps them in a time loop night after night.

Anaïs Aubanel just wants tonight to end. An outsider at the kingdom of Ivarea’s  
glittering Anniversary Ball, Anaïs has no desire to make a match with the nation’s most 
eligible bachelors—especially not the notorious Prince Leo. But at the stroke of midnight, 
an explosion rips through the palace, killing everyone in its path. Including Anaïs. 

But then she wakes up in her bedroom, hours before the ball. No one else remembers 
the deadly attack or believes her warnings of disaster. Not even when it happens again. 
And again. And again. Each time Anaïs must try to stop the chaos before it happens. But 
Ivarea’s gilded surface belies a rotten core, full of courtly intrigue, royal discontent, and 
revolutionary fervor. It’s up to Anaïs to untangle the knots of power and deception . . .  
if she can survive past midnight.

This thrilling high concept adventure pits the ticking clock against a heroine determined 
to save everyone she loves, no matter the cost.
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384
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THE GRIMOIRE OF GRAVE FATES 

A fantastically diverse magical mystery told from more than a dozen alternating perspectives 
in collaboration with some of the best young adult authors writing today.

Galileo Academy for the Extraordinary has recently reinvented itself as a roaming school in 
which students of all cultures and identities are celebrated. In this new Galileo, every pupil 
is welcome—but there are some who aren’t so happy with the recent changes. That includes 
everyone’s least favorite professor, Septimius Dropwort, a stodgy old man known for his 
harsh rules and harsher punishments. But when the professor’s body is discovered on school 
grounds with a mysterious note clenched in his lifeless hand, everyone is a suspect.
 
THE GRIMOIRE follows Galileo’s best and brightest young magicians as they race to  
discover the truth behind Dropwort’s mysterious death. Each one of them is confident that 
only they have the skills needed to unravel the web of secrets hidden within Galileo’s halls. 
But they’re about to discover that even for straight-A students, magic doesn’t always play 
by the rules.

18 different students must puzzle out the clues and find the guilty party in this unique and 
compelling mystery by a creative dream team.
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384
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May 23, 2023

PICTURE-PERFECT BOYFRIEND 

Two strangers, one tropical island, and lots of lies abound in this humorous romance from 
the author of LOVE & OTHER GREAT EXPECTATIONS. 

Aspiring nature photographer Kenzie Reed can’t get her family of optometrists to take her art 
seriously. She’s resigned to put aside her photography dreams and accept the safe, boring 
life that awaits her at the family business. She even makes up a fake, boring boyfriend—
Jacob—to get her parents off her back. But when the Reeds arrive in Hawaii for vacation, 
Kenzie is shocked that “Jacob” shows up at the airport and joins their vacation. Kenzie can’t 
reveal him as a fraud without confessing her lie, so she’s stuck playing along while trying to 
find out who he really is. There is no way she will actually fall for him—because even though 
he’s funny, nice, smart, and cute, he’s also a liar. Isn’t he?  

Filled with sweeping romance and an equally sweeping setting, PICTURE-PERFECT  
BOYFRIEND is perfect for YA romance readers. 

Rights to LOVE & OTHER GREAT EXPECTIONS licensed in:
Estonia – Rahva Raamat AS
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NOT HERE TO STAY FRIENDS 

All the juicy drama of a reality show meets a sweet friends-to-lovers rom-com from the author 
of LOVE FROM SCRATCH.

Sloane McKinney feels like a background character in her own life. But this summer will be 
different, because she’s spending it with her childhood best friend Liam Daniels in her dream 
city, Los Angeles. Sure, she’s surprised to find Liam just happens to be hot now, but a little 
attraction won’t ruin her plans for their fun—and completely platonic—reunion.
 
Everything changes when Liam is roped into working for his producer dad’s new teen reality 
dating show. And it turns out the show is one contestant short . . . and Sloane is the perfect 
last-minute addition. Liam doesn’t exactly enjoy watching Sloane compete to date teen heart-
throb Aspen Woods. And behind the scenes is where the drama really picks up. Wanting to 
kiss their best friend is the plot twist neither Sloane nor Liam ever saw coming.

Sloane and Liam are NOT HERE TO STAY FRIENDS in this adorable and heartwarming novel 
that’s just as addictive as the reality television shows it’s inspired by.
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Deb Caletti
360
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September 13, 2022

THE EPIC STORY OF 
EVERY LIVING THING 

A heartfelt and fiercely feminist novel about love and family. 

Harper has lived her whole life with unanswered questions about her anonymous sperm 
donor father. She’s convinced that, without knowing him, she can’t know herself. When a 
post on social media connects Harper to her half siblings, she joins them on a voyage to 
Hawaii to uncover their father’s identity. The man they discover—a charismatic deep-sea 
diver obsessed with solving the mystery of a fragile sunken shipwreck—will force Harper 
to face some even bigger questions: Who is she in dark times? Who might she become 
after them? 

Printz Honor-winning author Deb Caletti’s previous books have been published in over 
12 languages. THE EPIC STORY OF EVERY LIVING THING is an authentic and thought-
provoking novel that is perfect for teen readers.
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THE WICKED BARGAIN 

A Latinx pirate fantasy about revenge, redemption, and revolution.

On Mar León-de la Rosa’s 16th birthday, el Diablo comes calling. Mar is a transmasculine 
nonbinary teen pirate hiding a magical ability to manipulate fire and ice. But their magic 
isn’t enough to reverse a wicked bargain made by their father, and now el Diablo has come 
to collect his payment: the soul of Mar’s father and the entire crew of their ship. 
 
When Mar is miraculously rescued by the sole remaining pirate crew in the Caribbean, el 
Diablo returns to give Mar a choice: give up your soul to save your father by the Harvest 
Moon or never see him again. Then, Mar finds the most unlikely allies: Bas, an infuriatingly 
arrogant and handsome pirate, and Dami, a genderfluid demonio with unclear motives. 
For the first time in their life, Mar may have the courage to use their magic. It could be 
their only redemption—or it could mean certain death. 

Fast-paced, adventurous, and magical, THE WICKED BARGAIN will have fantasy readers 
wanting more of Mar, Bas, and Dami.
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Tehlor Kay Mejia
368
12+
March 21, 2023

LUCHA OF THE NIGHT FOREST 

An edge-of-your-seat fantasy about a girl who will do anything to protect her sister—even 
if it means striking a dangerous bargain.

A scorned god. A mysterious acolyte. A forgetting drug. A dangerous forest. One girl 
caught between the freedom she always wanted and a sister she can’t bear to leave  
behind. Under the cover of the Night Forest, will Lucha be able to step into her own power 
. . . or will she be consumed by it? 

This gorgeous and fast-paced fantasy from an acclaimed author brims with adventure, 
peril, queer romance, and family bonds.
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BAD AT LOVE

This fun, flirty romance follows a teen rocker with a bad boy reputation and the aspiring journalist who’s 
determined to dig up the dirt on him—if they don’t fall for each other first.

Ever since Daniel moved to L.A. from Brazil to join the band Mischief & Mayhem, he’s become the tabloids’ 
bad boy. Paparazzi follow him and girls swoon over him . . . except for Sasha, who hates bad boys. When a 
chance encounter brings them together, Sasha sees an opportunity to get close to Daniel and write a story for 
the celebrity gossip magazine where she interns. But Daniel is surprisingly sweet and extremely cute—could 
she be falling for him? The truth is: Daniel is hiding something. When Sasha discovers his secret, will she 
trust him or deliver the hottest story of the summer?
 
An adorable and addictive romance about following your dreams and your heart.
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•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Sher Lee
272
12+
July 18, 2023

FAKE DATES AND MOONCAKES

This feel-good rom-com follows an aspiring teen chef as he tries to save his family’s restaurant by winning a 
mooncake contest with a little help from a new, handsome customer.

Dylan Tang plans to enter a mooncake-making contest because if he wins, his aunt’s struggling Brooklyn 
Singaporean-Chinese restaurant could get some much-needed publicity. While delivering orders one night, 
Dylan ends up at a swanky penthouse where he meets Theo Somers, who donates an absurd amount of 
money to help keep the Tangs’ business afloat. Dylan doesn’t know how he can possibly pay Theo back, but 
Theo is willing to call it even, as long as Dylan agrees to be his fake date to a family wedding. But Theo’s true 
agenda is a bit more complicated—and could have serious repercussions. Dylan might be catching feelings, 
but his heart was never supposed to be on the menu.

FAKE DATES AND MOONCAKES is a charming romance that will have teen readers rooting for Dylan’s happily 
ever after.
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STARLINGS 

In the wake of her father’s death, a teen girl discovers a side of her family she didn’t know existed and is 
pulled into a dark and ancient bargain that she is next in line to fulfill.

Two months ago, Kit’s life was turned upside down. Her father died, and suddenly a grandmother—Agatha 
Starling—appeared, along with an invitation to visit her father’s hometown, Rosemont. There, famous 
roses bloom all year. The town is picture-perfect, and the Starlings are revered as a founding family. 
There’s even a hot guy to show her around. Her grandmother is so happy to finally meet her, and so are 
the town’s residents. But the longer Kit stays in Rosemont, the stranger she feels. There’s something off 
about the beautiful roses and welcoming townsfolk. What could be lurking under the surface? 

This dark YA debut will thrill readers with its contemporary fantasy setting and folk horror twists and turns.

BRITISH ONLY

IN NIGHTFALL 

In the quaint town of Nightfall, it isn’t the dark visitors should be afraid of—it’s the girls.

Theo and her brother, Marco, threw the biggest party of the year . . . and got caught. As punishment, they 
must spend the summer with their grandmother in the rainy beachside town of Nightfall—population 846. 
Their grandmother has one rule: always be home before dark. 

On their first day in town, the siblings meet the enigmatic Minnow and her friends. Beautiful and charismatic, 
the girls have a magnetic pull that Theo and her brother can’t resist. But Minnow’s group are far from what 
they appear. Theo quickly realizes she should have listened to her grandmother because something emerges 
in Nightfall after dark. And it doesn’t plan to let her leave.

This propulsive novel from a New York Times bestselling author is a fresh and engaging take on the vampire 
genre.

BRITISH ONLY
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DEAR MEDUSA 

A searing and intimate novel-in-verse that follows a sixteen-year-old girl coping with 
sexual abuse as she struggles to reclaim her story in a world that seems determined to 
punish her. 

There’s more to Alicia Rivers than the whispers that follow her throughout the hallways 
at school—whispers that splinter into a million different insults that really mean: a girl 
who has had sex. But what her classmates don’t know is that Alicia was sexually abused 
by a popular teacher, and that trauma has rewritten every cell in her body into someone 
she doesn’t recognize. 

To the world around her she’s been cast, like the mythical Medusa, as not the victim but 
the monster of her own story. Alicia was abandoned by her best friend, quit the track 
team, and now spends her days in detention feeling isolated and invisible. When mysteri-
ous letters left in her locker hint at another victim, Alicia struggles to keep up the walls 
she’s built around her trauma. And her growing attraction to a new girl in school makes 
her question what those walls are really keeping out.  

DEAR MEDUSA is a fierce feminist story that paints a devastating portrait of a vulnerable 
young woman discovering the power of her voice, her courage, and her rage.

BRITISH ONLY



INTO THE GLADES by Laura Sebastian



THE SISTER SPLIT

A pair of soon-to-be stepsisters create a plan that will stop their parents from getting 
married. 

Autumn is looking forward to the end of the school year when she plans to explore the 
city with her best friend Saskia. Linnea is not over her parents’ divorce and takes out 
all her aggression on the tennis courts. But then Autumn and Linnea discover the news: 
their parents are getting married. Autumn will be moving to the suburbs to live with her 
prospective stepdad and stepsister which means kissing the fun summer with Saskia 
goodbye. For Linnea, the dreams of getting her parents back together seem officially 
over. 

Devastated, the two of them come up with an idea. If they can split up their parents, 
their lives can go back to normal. As Autumn and Linnea secretly plan to sabotage  
everything from date nights to wedding planning, the two of them will discover that  
having a new sibling may not be the worst thing after all.  

THE SISTER SPLIT is a sweet and funny sister story with LGBTQ themes that will delight 
the contemporary middle grade reader.
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•Page count:
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•Pub Date:

Auriane Desombre
256
8 - 12
March 14, 2023



FIELD OF SCREAMS 

A pulse-pounding supernatural mystery about twelve-year-old Rebecca, a creepy 
abandoned farmhouse, and the increasingly terrifying ghost who lives there.

Ghost-hunting enthusiast Rebecca Graff isn’t happy about being dragged to an old 
farm to spend the summer with family she barely knows. But when Rebecca tracks a 
ghostly presence to a nearby abandoned house, she thinks maybe the summer won’t 
be a total lost cause. The trouble is, no one in her family believes in ghosts, and neither 
does her new friend, Nick.   

Then Rebecca finds a note in a comic belonging to her late dad—a note that proves the 
same ghost haunted him when he was twelve. The more Rebecca learns, the scarier 
the ghost behaves. And after she discovers crumbling diary pages that hint at a long-
buried family secret, Rebecca becomes convinced that something new has disturbed 
the ghost. Soon she is in a race to piece together the puzzle before a horrible tragedy 
repeats itself.

Young horror fans’ hearts will race as Rebecca unearths her family’s dark past in this 
pitch-perfect ghostly mystery. 

•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Wendy Parris
272
8 – 12
August 1, 2023



BACK TO THE BRIGHT BEFORE

A dazzling, heartfelt story of one brave girl who will stop at nothing to save her family.

When eleven-year-old Pet Martin’s dad falls from a ladder on their family farm,  
everything changes. Money becomes scarce and Pet’s mom is exhausted from  
waiting tables at the local diner, and even with the extra hours she logs, it’s not 
enough for a third surgery for Pet’s dad. Pet’s five-year-old brother Simon now  
refuses to say anything except the word “cheese.” Worst of all? The ladder accident 
was Pet’s fault. Now she’s determined to fix things—but how?  

When a neighbor recites a poem about an ancient coin hidden somewhere on the 
grounds of the local abbey, Pet forms a plan. With her brother, a borrowed chicken, 
and a stolen pony, Pet runs away from home. If she can find the coin, her dad can 
have his surgery, her mom can stop her constant working, and Simon might speak 
again. Unfortunately, there’s another treasure hunter who has his own plans.  

With a touch of magic and lots of heart, BACK TO THE BRIGHT BEFORE is the perfect 
book for middle grade readers.

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Katherin Nolte
272
8 – 12
May 30, 2023



12 TO 22

Perfect for fans of the films Freaky Friday and 13 Going on 30, a tween girl’s life 
changes instantly with the help of a mysterious TikTok filter.

12-year-old Harper is thrilled when her parents finally allow her to post on social
media and she’s invited to popular Celia Darrow’s birthday party. Then the party is an
embarrassing nightmare. Harper, desperate to escape, makes a wish on a birthday
TikTok filter—a wish to be older and away from this social disaster . . . a wish that,
amazingly, comes true.

While Harper quickly discovers that being in her twenties means the freedom she 
always wanted, a lot more has changed than she expected. To correct her mistakes in 
the future, Harper must first call on some old friends from the past. Maybe then she’ll 
be able to find out how to get back to where—and who—she was. 

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Jen Calonita
256
8 – 12  
August 16, 2022



INTO THE GLADES 

Best-selling author Laura Sebastian makes her middle grade debut with a magical story 
about coping with the loss of a loved one. 

Best friends Cordelia and Larkin have always called the Glades home. Then Oziris, Cordelia’s 
father and the leader of their village, dies unexpectedly, and a dark curse sweeps over the 
land. Cordelia, Larkin, and their two little brothers must embark on a quest in search of an 
elusive witch who is rumored to have the power to reverse death. On their journey, the kids 
discover the most difficult challenge isn’t marsh-maids, bogilisks or dragon gators — it’s the 
grief threatening to consume them. 

Readers will find themselves immersed in an imaginative world that delivers a powerful 
message about love and loss. 

BRITISH ONLY

•Author:
•Page count:
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Laura Sebastian
304
8 – 12 
October 25, 2022



MOMO ARASHIMA STEALS THE SWORD OF THE WIND 
by Misa Sugiura



MAGIC TREE HOUSE #37
RHINOS AT RECESS

Jack and Annie are on the playground at recess when they feel the magic tree house 
calling them. They sneak away and are whisked off on an adventure in South Africa, 
where a majestic rhino needs saving. There they find a swooping helicopter, strict 
park rangers, and—most terrifying of all—poachers. How do you hide one of the 
largest land mammals in the flat terrain of the African savanna? Jack and Annie are 
going to need a little bit of magic for this mission. 

•Author: 
•Illustrator: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Mary Pope Osborne
AG Ford
128 
6 – 9   
January 3, 2023



MAGIC TREE HOUSE
25 Markets

Arab World  - Hachette Antoine
China   - Penguin Random House China
Czech Republic  - Albatros
Denmark  - Carlsen 
England  - Penguin Random House UK
France   -  Bayard 
Germany  - Loewe Verlag GmbH
Holland   - Zuidnederlandse
Hungary  - Animus Kiado
Iran   -  Porteghaal 
Italy   - Piemme Junior
Japan   - Kadokawa
Korea   - BIR

Latin America  - Lectorum
Mongolia  - Bolor Sudar
Norway   - Cappelen Damm
Poland   - Mamania
Romania   - Paralela 45
Russia   - Kariera Press
Spain   - Ediciones SM 
Sweden  - Wahlstroms/Massolit
Taiwan   - Global Kids
Turkey   - Domingo
Ukraine   -  Ariy Publishing House
U.S. (Spanish)  - Lectorum



SPOOKY SLEUTHS 
Book Three: Don’t Go Near the Water

SPOOKY SLEUTHS 
Book Four: Fire in the Sky 

A chapter book series about a boy who moves to a town with supernatural secrets.

In Book One, Asim quickly learns that his new town is very strange. There are weird noises at night, eerie 
lights, and now an evil tree is growing a lot faster than it should. A malicious spirit from Guyanese folklore 
might be the cause. Can Asim and his friends save their town from the ghost tree?

In Book Two, while Asim is watching the moon for a school project, he sees a giant glowing face above the 
treetops. Then a strange man arrives in town — a man who seems oddly spellbound by the moon. As the 
moon gets closer to full, the man begins to glow and grow larger. Could he be the dreaded Moon-Gazer 
from the old tales?

In Book Three, Asim’s class goes on a field trip on a boat to explore the Salish Sea. When he spies a pale, 
scowling woman under water, Asim’s friend Rokshar reassures him that it’s just a seal. But would a seal 
make Asim’s dad hear otherworldly music and try to throw himself into the ocean? Could a fairmaid—a 
terrible Guyanese mermaid—be to blame?

In Book Four, Max is in trouble, and it’s up to Asim and Rokshar to keep him safe! But when they get 
close to finding answers about their new student teacher, Asim and his friends are attacked by fireballs. Is  
science behind the flying fire? Or is it Old Higue--a witch from Guyanese folklore? Find out . . . if you dare!

•Author:
•Illustrator:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Natasha Deen
Lissy Marlin
112
7 – 10
#3: February 7, 2023 / #4: July 11, 2023



THE MAGNIFICENT MAKERS  
Book Seven: Human Body Adventure

Filled with science, adventure, characters kids will love, and activities kids can do at home, THE 
MAGNIFICENT MAKERS is a fun, educational, and entertaining series for young readers. 

Wacky scientist Dr. Crisp loves to invite students to the Maker Maze for a STEM-filled adventure. 
But there’s a catch: if the kids don’t complete a challenge fast enough, they can never come back 
from the Maze.

In Book Seven, Pablo, Violet, and their new friend Lorenzo return to the Maker Maze for a science 
lesson about the human body. With new challenges in store, they get to learn all about the heart, 
lungs, and digestive system. But even though the Maker Maze is as fun as ever, Pablo seems a little 
annoyed with his friends’ playful teasing. 

In this newest installment of THE MAGNIFICENT MAKERS, readers learn that it’s important to put 
themselves in others’ shoes and to always be kind. We’ll publish Book Eight in April 2024. 
. 

Rights to THE MAGNIFICENT MAKERS licensed to:
Germany – Weltkultur Verlag

Taiwan – Pace Books

•Author:
•Illustrator:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Theanne Griffith
Reggie Brown
112
7 – 10 
June 13, 2023



•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Misa Sugiura 
384
8 – 12 
April 4, 2023

MOMO ARASHIMA STEALS 
THE SWORD OF THE WIND

In this thrilling, funny middle-grade fantasy series, won at auction, a girl must face 
demons set on destruction in order to save her Shinto goddess mother—and the world.

All Momo wants for her twelfth birthday is a “normal” life—a life like everyone else’s. 
At home, she needs to take care of her absentminded widowed mother. At school, kids 
bully her for believing the magical stories her mother used to tell her. But then Momo’s 
mother falls gravely ill, and a death hag straight out of those childhood stories attacks 
Momo at the mall . . . and “normal” goes out the window. 

It turns out that Momo’s mother is a banished Shinto goddess who used to protect a 
long-forgotten passageway to Yomi a.k.a. the land of the dead. That gateway is now 
under attack, and countless evil spirits threaten to escape and wreak havoc across 
the earth. Joined by Niko the magic talking fox and Danny—her former best friend 
turned popular jerk—Momo must embrace her extraordinary identity as half-human, 
half-goddess to unlock her divine powers, save her mother’s life, and force the demons 
back to Yomi.

This epic journey has all the humor and heart that middle grade readers love set in a 
complex and original world of Shinto mythology that will leave them eager for more. 
We will publish Book Two in Spring 2024 and Book Three in Spring 2025.

Rights to MOMO ARASHIMA licensed in:
UK - Penguin UK



THE FIFTH HERO #1: 
THE RACE TO ERASE

From the creator of the interactive ESCAPE THIS BOOK series comes a new choose-your-own 
adventure about climate superheroes where the reader helps save the planet.

The Calamity Corporation is determined to ruin Earth so that people have no choice but to 
leave it. Not so fast! Four kids who secretly possess the powers of land, air, sea, and creatures 
are about to change the course of history. These kids may not be the likeliest of heroes, but 
they are determined to stop Calamity Corporation from destroying the Earth. And they have 
a secret weapon. A fifth hero: YOU!

There are three chances for the reader to help change the course of the story alongside the 
fearless team. Choose incorrectly and it’s game over. But choose wisely and you might just 
save the planet! We will publish Book Two in Spring 2024.

Rights to ESCAPE THIS BOOK licensed in:
China – Beijing Tianlue

France – Editions Flammarion
Germany – Loewe Verlag
Holland – Uitgeverij Volt

Hungary – Maxim Konyvkiado
Korea – Donga M&B

Romania - Corint
Taiwan – CommonWealth Education

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Bill Doyle
208
8 – 12   
January 3, 2023



WINNIE ZENG VANQUISHES A KING

The second book in an epic new fantasy series inspired by Chinese mythology. 

In Book One, Winnie Zeng has two goals: survive her first year of middle school and outdo 
her arch nemesis, David. However, there’s one obstacle she didn’t prepare for: facing evil 
spirits. When Winnie makes mooncakes for a class bake sale contest, the last thing she 
expects is to accidentally unleash dark magic from her grandmother’s old cookbook on to 
her sleepy town. Armed with the magic cookbook and a talking white rabbit, Winnie will 
have to embrace her new powers and the legacy of her ancestors or else the world will fall 
to chaos forever.

In Book Two, Winnie Zeng and her archnemesis, David Zuo, have accepted their roles as 
shamans that guard the world from evil spirits. But with Halloween around the corner, the 
balance between realms grows fragile, so yet another shaman is assigned to help Winnie 
and David protect the town of Groton, Michigan. Unfortunately, the new shaman is just the 
worst.  While the newest team member isn’t convinced there’s a storm brewing, this town 
is going to need all three of them to work together. Otherwise, there may not be a town left 
to defend.

WINNIE ZENG UNLEASHES A LEGEND is perfect for readers looking for their next fun,  
diverse fantasy adventure.  

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Katie Zhao
288
8 – 12
#1: April 26, 2022 / #2: April 25, 2023



PLAYER VS. PLAYER #2: 
Attack of the Bots

An action-packed series about four kid gamers who meet at a virtual tournament and 
battle for the ultimate grand prize. 

In Book One, Hurricane Games announces an epic tournament of Affinity, a high-tech 
magical universe where gamers can be anything they want. Josh, Hannah, Larkin, and 
Wheatley form a team that feels unstoppable. As solo gamers, they’re good, but the 
tournament is a whole new level of competition, and it’ll take all four of them to win 
the mysterious grand prize. Can they step up their game in time for the final match?

In Book Two, Josh, Hannah, Larkin, and Wheatley have formed their own professional 
team and launched a popular streaming channel that is set to take eSports by storm. 
But the kids have an awful secret: Wheatley is missing. And considering the threats he 
received before he disappeared, the other team members are worried. With their first 
match looming, the kids are running out of time. They need help, and fast—because 
without Wheatley, their dreams may be dashed before the game even begins.

This engaging novel with sci-fi fantasy elements is ideal for young readers who love 
gaming. We’ll publish Book Three in June 2024. 

Rights to PLAYER VS. PLAYER Book 1 licensed in:
Czech Republic - Euromedia

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

M.K. England
288
8 – 12
#1: June 7, 2021 / #2: June 13, 2023



DRAGONS IN A BAG #4: 
The Enchanted Bridge

A critically acclaimed series about a boy who discovers magical secrets.

In Book One, Jaxon is sent to spend the day with a mean old lady his mother calls Ma and 
soon finds out she’s not his grandmother, but she is a witch, and she needs his help delivering 
baby dragons to a magical world where they’ll be safe. Before he knows it, Jax and his friends 
have let the dragons out of their bag. Will Jax get the baby dragons delivered safe and sound? 

In Book Two, Jaxon’s friend Kavita secretly takes one of Jaxon’s baby dragons. But stealing 
the dragon has upset the balance between the worlds. Jaxon needs all the help he can get to 
find Kavita and return the baby dragon to its true home. 

In Book Three, after Jaxon returns the baby dragons to the magical realm, a strange sleep-
ing sickness starts spreading across the city. Jaxon’s friends Kenny and Kavita have begun to 
change, becoming more like the fairy and dragon they once cared for. Now Jaxon has been 
entrusted with a phoenix egg. Can Jaxon save the city, help his friends, and keep the phoenix 
egg safe? 

In Book Four, Jaxon finds himself caught up in a secret plan involving the Guardian of Pal-
mara’s mysterious twin brother, Ol-Korrok. As the ambassador to the realm of magic, Jax 
must convince Sis that magical creatures should be free to return to the human world. But to 
reach Palmara, Jax and his friends must cross Ol-Korrok’s enchanted bridge connecting the 
two realms. Is Ol-Korrok really the ally he pretends to be? Or has Jax set in motion a plan 
that will endanger both realms?

An independent bookstore favorite, this diverse series is perfect for young readers looking for 
their next fantasy adventure. 

Rights to DRAGONS IN A BAG licensed to:
Russian – AST

•Author:
•Illustrator:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Zetta Elliott
Geneva B and Cherise Harris
240
8 – 12 
January 17, 2023



HONEST JUNE #3: 
Secrets and Spies

ELLA ENCHANTED meets DORK DIARIES in this series about a girl who learns that getting a fairy 
godmother isn’t always a wish come true.  

In Book One, 11-year-old people pleaser June meets Victoria, a fairy godmother who “blesses” 
June with the ability to never tell a lie in hopes that she will finally start sharing her real feelings 
with family and friends. When shenanigans ensue and the pressures of middle school reach new 
heights, June just might realize that telling the truth is the best option after all.

In Book Two, June auditions for the school musical. On opening night, June’s secret blog is  
released to the whole school. All the inner secrets that she’s been desperate to keep to herself 
are unleashed. Will her friends and family forgive her for the lies? 

In Book Three, June must deal with the fallout of her secret blog being exposed. And when 
she discovers a family secret about the history of Featherstone Creek, how will she keep from  
blurting out the truth?

Featuring humor and diverse characters, this series is a great pick for kids struggling with anxiety 
or just looking for a fun, new series. 

June can’t tell a lie. But is it a blessing . . . or a curse?

•Author:
•Illustrator:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Tina Wells
Brittney Bond
272
8 – 12 
April 4, 2023



SPELLBINDERS #1:  
The Not-So Chosen One

One lonely boy gets way more than he bargained for when he is swept into the fantasy 
world quest of his dreams. 

Ben doesn’t feel chosen by anybody—not his friends, who left him behind when he 
moved after his parents divorced, or his mom, who seems too busy to care. He spends 
all his time living in fantasy worlds and writing in his role-playing-game notebook. So 
when Niara, a character who could be right out of one of his favorite games, appears 
and tells Ben that he’s destined to save her realm, Ben jumps at the chance to play 
along. But being the Chosen One isn’t quite what Ben imagined it to be. And the more 
he learns about his quest, Ben realizes that he has more questions than answers.

This hilarious illustrated middle grade series full of twists will keep young readers  
turning the page for more. We’ll publish Book Two in June 2024.

BRITISH ONLY

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Andrew Auseon
368
8 – 12 
June 6, 2023



HEROES OF HAVENSONG #1:  
Dragonboy 

A timeless fantasy debut that follows four fantastical characters who find their fates bound 
together to save magic and the world from destruction. 

Blue, River, Wren, and Shenli grew up on different sides of a war they didn’t start. Their land 
has been torn apart over centuries of conflict, with humans taught to fear all things magical, 
dragons driven to near extinction, and magic under attack. But an ancient prophecy has put 
the four them on a collision course with destiny—and with each other—in a mission to heal the 
fractured realm once known as Haven. 

All of them must follow the threads of Fate, leaving behind the lives and homes they know to 
discover the truth about a seemingly endless war—and the truth about themselves. As the 
barriers between them begin to crumble, can they unravel the lies they’ve been taught to 
believe? That might be their only hope to restore the balance between humans, dragons, and 
magic before it’s too late.

This book is perfect for intermediate readers looking to get swept up in their next fantasy  
obsession! We’ll publish Book Two in January 2024.

BRITISH ONLY

•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Megan Reyes
416
8 – 12
January 24, 2023



GRAPHIC GRAPHIC 
NOVELSNOVELS

GRACE NEEDS SPACE!  
by Benjamin A. Wilgus and Rii Abrego



•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Dan Thompson
96
5 – 8 
May 9, 2023

TIG & LILY #1:  
Tiger Trouble

What makes a tiger, a tiger? Is it the stripes? The roar? This is something that Lily, the 
tiger at the local zoo, has never had to worry about—until she meets the fiercest animal 
of them all . . . her new roommate, Tig. Tig might look like a house cat. He might sound 
like a house cat, too. But Tig knows he is a tiger.
 
The competition is on as these two cats figure out what it means to be a tiger and a 
friend in this hilarious graphic chapter book. We’ll publish Book Two in September 2023 
and Book Three in August 2024.

Random House Graphic publishes graphic novels for kids 
and teens of every age. Across all interests, from fiction to 
nonfiction, our graphic novels combine great writing and 
powerful artwork to make each book a story that finds its way 
into readers’ hearts. At Random House Graphic, we cham-
pion creativity, and we champion the authors whose work 
goes into the books we publish. We put care into every book, 
making each graphic novel from Random House Graphic a 
work with a great story, great artwork, and high-quality pro-
duction.

Our goal? A graphic novel on every bookshelf.

RHG Blueprint: 
• 12 books in 2020
• 15–18 a year for the next 

2–3 years
• Four age categories: young 

chapter books, chapter 
books, middle-grade, and 
YA 

• Fiction, nonfiction, and 
every genre, including fan-
tasy, contemporary, science 
fiction, etc. 

A graphic novel on every bookshelf

Gina Gagliano
Publishing Director

Favorite Graphic Novel: Robot 
Dreams by Sara Varon

Favorite Kids Book: Sorcery & 
Cecelia by Patricia C. Wrede 
and Caroline Stevermer

Secret Power: Organizing all 
the things

Patrick Crotty
Designer 

Favorite Graphic Novel: 
Delicious in Dungeon by 
Ryoko Kui 

Favorite Kids Book: The Sky 
Jumps into Your Shoes at Night 
by Jasper Tomkins

Secret Power: A really, really 
fast walker

Whitney Leopard 
Senior Editor

Favorite Graphic Novel: 
Through the Woods by Emily 
Carroll 

Favorite Kids Book: Redwall 
by Brian Jacques 

Secret Power: Being a morn-
ing person 
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•Author: 
•Illustrator:
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Deanna Kent
Neil Hooson
72
5 – 8   
#1: April 18, 2023 / #2: July 25, 2023

MARSHMALLOW MARTIANS #1:  
Show and Smell 

MARSHMALLOW MARTIANS #2:  
Earth School

Meet the Marshmallow Martians: sweet, squashy buddies who journey through their backyard 
portal in search of adventures on their favorite planet—Earth! 

In Book One, the Martians—along with their space cat, space dog, and a marshmallow robot 
assistant—learn about something called “show and smell.” They go in search of Earth’s smelliest 
smells to bring back to their home planet, Moop. Where will they find the best smells?

In Book Two, the Marshmallow Martians don’t know where to turn for information without 
G.L.O.W., their Galactic Learning Online Whiz (which is a fancy way of saying “computer”). So 
they have to go to where all the cool kids learn—earthling school. 

This silly graphic chapter book with its ensemble of lovable Martians will have kids laughing 
out loud and seeing Earth with a new perspective while gaining confidence in reading. We will 
publish Book Three in Spring 2024.
 



•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Stephen Shaskan
72
5 – 8   
#5: January 3, 2023 / #6: June 27, 2023

PIZZA AND TACO #5:  
Rock Out! 

PIZZA & TACO #6:  
Dare to Be Scared!

A graphic novel series about best friends Pizza and Taco as they go through super-silly 
misadventures together. 

In Book Five, Pizza and Taco love music! They make lists, and they have tryouts to get 
more band members. They think they have all the ingredients to rock the scene. But 
maybe this garage band should stay in the garage…

In Book Six, Pizza and Taco aren’t afraid! To prove it, they dare each other to be scared. 
Dark closets and scary movies are a piece of cake, so to speak. They’re ready for the 
ultimate test, though: Ghost Pepper hunting. Pizza and Taco are sure they won’t get 
scared—they made a list, after all! 

This hilarious graphic novel will tickle the funny bones of reluctant readers and bolster 
their reading confidence. We’ll publish Book Seven in January 2024 and Book Eight in 
July 2024. 

 Rights to PIZZA AND TACO licensed in:
Australia - Scholastic

 



98

GNOME & RAT

A new chapter book graphic novel series about an unlikely friendship  
between a gnome and a rat. 

Gnome and Rat are best friends who live together in a charming forest. 
Rat enjoys drinking tea and finishing crossword puzzles. And Gnome likes 
to polish his pointy red hat and eat delicious sausages. Join these funny 
friends on their various adventures, whether it’s celebrating Hat Day,  
perfecting magic tricks, or finding a new hat for Gnome. These two know 
exactly how to have fun with each other.

We’ll publish Book Two in March 2024.

•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Lauren Stohler
80
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June 13, 2023



•Author: 
•Illustrator: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Mary Pope Osborne; adapted by Jenny Laird 
Kelly Matthews and Nichole Matthews
176 
6 – 9   
August 22, 2023

NIGHT OF THE NINJAS GRAPHIC NOVEL

The books that launched the worldwide bestselling MAGIC TREE HOUSE series are now available as 
full-color graphic novels. 
 
Working in close collaboration with Mary Pope Osborne, award-winning playwright Jenny Laird and 
professional comic illustrators Kelly and Nichole Matthews have adapted the beloved chapter books into 
thrilling graphic novels with kid-friendly art. We’ll publish the NIGHT OF THE NINJAS GRAPHIC NOVEL 
in August 2023, with AFTERNOON ON THE AMAZON to follow in January 2024. 

MAGIC TREE HOUSE’s core readership and graphic novel fans alike will enjoy seeing these bestselling 
stories take on a vivid new life.

Rights to THE MAGIC TREE HOUSE GRAPHIC NOVELS licensed to:
China (Simplified) – PRH China 

Holland – Zuidnederlandse Utigeverij
France – Bayard Editions
Germany – Loewe Verlag
Israel – Kinneret Zmora

Italy - Tunue
Korea – BIR Publishing

Norway – Cappelen Damm
Turkey – BKZ Yayincilik



Random House Graphic publishes graphic novels for kids 
and teens of every age. Across all interests, from fiction to 
nonfiction, our graphic novels combine great writing and 
powerful artwork to make each book a story that finds its way 
into readers’ hearts. At Random House Graphic, we cham-
pion creativity, and we champion the authors whose work 
goes into the books we publish. We put care into every book, 
making each graphic novel from Random House Graphic a 
work with a great story, great artwork, and high-quality pro-
duction.

Our goal? A graphic novel on every bookshelf.

RHG Blueprint: 
• 12 books in 2020
• 15–18 a year for the next 

2–3 years
• Four age categories: young 

chapter books, chapter 
books, middle-grade, and 
YA 

• Fiction, nonfiction, and 
every genre, including fan-
tasy, contemporary, science 
fiction, etc. 

A graphic novel on every bookshelf

Gina Gagliano
Publishing Director

Favorite Graphic Novel: Robot 
Dreams by Sara Varon

Favorite Kids Book: Sorcery & 
Cecelia by Patricia C. Wrede 
and Caroline Stevermer

Secret Power: Organizing all 
the things

Patrick Crotty
Designer 

Favorite Graphic Novel: 
Delicious in Dungeon by 
Ryoko Kui 

Favorite Kids Book: The Sky 
Jumps into Your Shoes at Night 
by Jasper Tomkins

Secret Power: A really, really 
fast walker

Whitney Leopard 
Senior Editor

Favorite Graphic Novel: 
Through the Woods by Emily 
Carroll 

Favorite Kids Book: Redwall 
by Brian Jacques 

Secret Power: Being a morn-
ing person 
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•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Royden Lepp
224
7 – 10  
May 30, 2023

JURASSIC JEFF #1:  
Space Invader

What do you get when you combine dinosaurs, aliens, and world domination? Our new 
graphic novel series, JURASSIC JEFF—perfect for fans of HILO. 

Jeff has one mission and one mission only: to take over the world. Too bad he crash-lands 
on planet Earth a few million years too early!
 
Jeff ropes dinosaur friends Carl, Hungry, and Spike into his mission to take over their 
favorite (and only) planet. But when Jeff’s search for the “leader” brings big surprises, 
will this alien be able to complete his invasion? 

This action-packed adventure is filled with hijinks, talking fish, and the best thing ever: 
friendship! We’ll publish Book Two in March 2024 and Book Three in July 2024. 

Oh no!
My WARP
DRIVE!

8 9



•Author: 
•Illustrator: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Megan Wagner Lloyd
Abhi Alwar
176 
7 – 10  
February 14, 2023

SUPER PANCAKE

An endearingly funny graphic novel about a pancake named Peggy, who accidentally 
develops superhero abilities and must defend her home of Breakfast Town. 

Life in Breakfast Town is pretty boring for Peggy Pancake. Her parents are always on her 
case, she’s stuck in her perfect brother’s shadow, and she can’t seem to avoid the Bacon 
Bullies at school. That is until one day, after an accidental mixup, Peggy finds herself 
with superhero abilities. Now Peggy can flip, fight, and fly! 

With the help of her new friend, Luc Croissant, Peggy must master her newfound skills. 
But danger is lurking in the Maple Mountains where Dr. Evil Breakfast Sandwich and 
his evil Henchtoasts are plotting something sinister. Can Peggy harness her powers and 
save all that is dear? 

From Eisner award finalist Megan Wagner Lloyd, this is a deliciously clever superhero 
adventure for fans of humorous graphic novels.

 
Don’t forget 

to be home in 
time for family 

pictures!

I’ve already 
had to cancel the 

photographer twicetwice
because you 
were late!

That wasn’t my 
fault! I didn’t meanmean
to get detention. 
It was just from 

being late after . . . . . .

Five o’clock 
sharp! 

Remember!

Destiny may await our pancake. . . .. . . .

The bus, however . . . . . .

I missed 
the bus.

10 11



•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Mason Dickerson
176 / 192
7 – 10 
#1: February 22, 2022 / #2: January 31, 2023

HOUSECAT TROUBLE #2:  
Lost and Found

Mischief and humor abound in this story about one house, three cats, and a lot of 
trouble. 

In Book One, Buster the cat has only one job to do: keep the house safe. Too bad 
Buster is a scaredy-cat. When his owner goes away and he suddenly finds his home full 
of monsters, Buster has a big problem. Luckily, his streetwise new friends Chauncey 
and Nova are here to help. To make everything right, Buster will have to leave his 
home for the first time ever and learn to be brave before his owner returns. 

In Book Two, Buster finds himself helping a lost little cat. Buster, Nova, and Chauncey 
take to the streets to find the cat’s owner. But this strange stray turns out to be a 
ghost, and a reunion with its owner is going to be a lot harder than they thought! Will 
Buster and his friends have what it takes to reunite this lost cat and its family?

Young readers will enjoy getting to know Buster and his cast of furry friends. 

Rights to HOUSECAT TROUBLE licensed in:
China – China Translation

Spanish (World) – La Cupula

Random House Graphic publishes graphic novels for kids 
and teens of every age. Across all interests, from fiction to 
nonfiction, our graphic novels combine great writing and 
powerful artwork to make each book a story that finds its way 
into readers’ hearts. At Random House Graphic, we cham-
pion creativity, and we champion the authors whose work 
goes into the books we publish. We put care into every book, 
making each graphic novel from Random House Graphic a 
work with a great story, great artwork, and high-quality pro-
duction.

Our goal? A graphic novel on every bookshelf.

RHG Blueprint: 
• 12 books in 2020
• 15–18 a year for the next 

2–3 years
• Four age categories: young 

chapter books, chapter 
books, middle-grade, and 
YA 

• Fiction, nonfiction, and 
every genre, including fan-
tasy, contemporary, science 
fiction, etc. 

A graphic novel on every bookshelf

Gina Gagliano
Publishing Director

Favorite Graphic Novel: Robot 
Dreams by Sara Varon

Favorite Kids Book: Sorcery & 
Cecelia by Patricia C. Wrede 
and Caroline Stevermer

Secret Power: Organizing all 
the things

Patrick Crotty
Designer 

Favorite Graphic Novel: 
Delicious in Dungeon by 
Ryoko Kui 

Favorite Kids Book: The Sky 
Jumps into Your Shoes at Night 
by Jasper Tomkins

Secret Power: A really, really 
fast walker

Whitney Leopard 
Senior Editor

Favorite Graphic Novel: 
Through the Woods by Emily 
Carroll 

Favorite Kids Book: Redwall 
by Brian Jacques 

Secret Power: Being a morn-
ing person 
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•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Benjamin A. Wilgus and Rii Abrego
208
8 – 12 
April 4, 2023

GRACE NEEDS SPACE!

A sci-fi middle-grade graphic novel about a young girl’s long-awaited summer trip 
across space. 

Grace is so excited to fly a freighter from her home space station to a faraway moon. 
Plus, she’ll get some quality time with her mom—something Grace definitely needs. 
She’ll finally have her first real adventure. But when Grace’s mom is too focused on 
work, Grace’s first big journey suddenly becomes very lonely. Grace had so many 
plans for fun. The trip suddenly gets a lot more interesting when their ship breaks 
down. Can Grace save her relationship with her mom and their voyage?

Lively and heartfelt, young readers will learn that sometimes the biggest adventures 
are the ones you least expect. 

Rights to GRACE NEEDS SPACE licensed in: 
France - Editions Kinaye
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Meghan Boehman and Rachael Briner
192
8 – 12
July 11, 2023

DEAR ROSIE

A heartwarming graphic novel about friendship, loss, and moving on.

Seventh-grader Millie has the best friends in the whole world: Florence, Claire, Gabby, 
and Rosie, but when Rosie dies in a car accident everything changes. Rocked by grief, 
the remaining four girls struggle to move on. Millie barely understands her normal 
pre-teen feelings, let alone the messy ones left behind by Rosie, so she outruns her 
emotions by throwing herself into a mystery: a cryptic notebook abandoned at her 
family’s laundromat. Could the clues in the notebook be related to Rosie? Together, 
Millie and her friends embark on an uplifting journey to heal from the loss of Rosie and 
end up finding more than they ever could have even imagined. 

Relatable and full of hope, DEAR ROSIE is perfect for fans of Shannon Hale and Raina 
Telgemeier.
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MAPMAKERS AND THE  
ENCHANTED MOUNTAIN

A young girl finds herself faced with an impossible choice: to run away from her beloved 
valley or to unleash a hidden magic.

In Book One, Mapmakers had kept peace in the Valley for centuries, but they’ve long since 
disappeared. Now the Night Coats hold power with an iron grip. Until one night, on the run 
from the Night Coats (again), after breaking another rule, Alidade stumbles upon a secret 
door leading to a magical hideaway that belonged to the Mapmakers. There she finds a 
map of her home and accidentally brings to life Blue, a magical creature who is meant to 
protect the Valley. Blue needs Alidade’s help to find the Mapmakers and save the Valley 
from the Night Coats. Alidade will have to become a Mapmaker to save the only home 
she’s ever known.

In Book Two, with the help of Lewis and Blue, they’re ready to restore magic to the rest of 
the world outside the Valley and find out what happened to the Memris, the guardians that 
disappeared when the Night Coats took over. When the trio comes across Cado, a young 
boy who brings them to his hidden mountain village, they soon learn that not everyone is 
as happy to meet a Mapmaker or a Memri as they thought they would be. Things go from 
bad to worse when the Night Coats show up nearby, and Alidade realizes she is running 
out of time. Alidade is determined to prove her worth as a Mapmaker and bring balance 
to the Mountain . . . but at what price?
 
We’ll publish Book Three in Spring 2024. 
 

Rights to MAPMAKERS licensed to:
France – Editions Kinaye



•Author:
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Colleen AF Venable
Stephanie Yue
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KATIE THE CATSITTER #3:  
SECRETS AND SIDEKICKS 

An irresistible new series about growing up and friendship from the team behind GUINEA PIG: PET 
SHOP PRIVATE EYE, Colleen AF Venable and Stephanie Yue. 

In Book One, Katie is dreading the boring summer ahead while her best friends are away at camp. 
When she gets a job catsitting for her mysterious upstairs neighbor, life gets interesting. Madeline 
has 217 cats—and they’re not exactly normal. In addition, Madeline is always out of the house 
exactly when the city’s most notorious villain, The Mousetress, commits crimes. Is it possible that 
Katie’s upstairs neighbor is really a super villain? 

In Book Two, now that Katie knows that Madeline is also the Mousetress, the city’s most misunder-
stood superhero, she’s ready to become the sidekick she’s always dreamed of being. But sidekick 
training is not as fun as it seems. And why is Katie’s best friend Beth being so weird? Can Katie save 
the city and her friendship? 

In Book Three, Katie can’t wait to have Beth join her for sidekick training! Until it turns out Beth 
might be a way better sidekick than Katie. Now Beth and Marie are hanging out all the time, Jess is 
acting super weird, and Katie still needs to tell her mom about being a sidekick. Oh yeah, and giant 
robots are attacking the city. So. That’s not great either. Can Katie and 217 super-unusual cats work 
together to save the city (and seventh grade)? Or is Katie about to be in super trouble? 

Featuring clever text and illustrations, KATIE THE CATSITTER combines the best of contemporary 
middle grade with cute cats, summertime in the city, and a touch of superhero fun. 

We’ll publish Book Four in September 2024.

Rights to KATIE THE CATSITTER licensed in:
France - Hachette

Italy - Edizioni Sonda
Poland - Nasza Kseigarnia
Spain - Ediciones Maeva

–Lucy Knisley, New York Times Bestselling author of Stepping Stones

who gets swept up in the feline drama? I LOVED Katie!”

“Who can possibly resist a team of super cats? Or a wonderful kid
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–Lucy Knisley, New York Times bestselling author of Stepping Stones
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STEVE L. MCEVIL #2:  
Steve L. McEvil and the Second Wind

A full-color graphic novel series about a middle-school super villain (in training) who 
grapples with doing the most horrific thing of all: teaming up with the good guys.

In Book One, Steve L. McEvil is the greatest super villain in the world. Or . . . he 
will be. It’s hard to take over the planet when you still have a bedtime. His grandpa 
Tiberius McEvil is teaching him how to pull off nefarious schemes, but Steve is con-
cerned that someone else is scheming too. Weird stones have appeared in town and 
his teacher won’t stop talking about wormholes. No one seems more villainous than 
Steve’s new neighbor, Vic Turry. However, Steve will show everyone that no one can 
outsmart Steve L. McEvil. 

In Book Two, Steve L. McEvil could not be more excited for his class trip to Washington, 
D.C. There’s a treasure hidden under the Washington Monument, and he’s planning 
to find it first! But the plan gets turned upside down when the treasure is revealed to 
be an underground lab run by one of arch-villain Perses’s minions. Will Steve team 
up with Sierra and Vic Turry to fight the forces of evil—or will Steve finally become a 
force of evil himself?

We’ll publish Book Three in May 2024. 
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•Page count: 
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•Pub Date:

Sarah Sax
288
8 – 12
June 27, 2023

PICTURE DAY 

Random House Children’s Books is thrilled to publish PICTURE DAY, the first in a new 
four book graphic novel series about one girl and her group of friends as they begin 
middle school. 

Seventh-grader Viv never looks forward to picture day. It’s just another day where she 
wears a boring braid and no one notices her. But enough is enough. This year, she’s 
taking matters into her own hands. Literally. Viv grabs a pair of scissors, well, bye-bye 
braid.
 
Suddenly Viv is an over-night influencer at Brinkley Middle School. Everyone wants her 
help planning their next big moment—from haircuts, to dance proposals, activist rallies 
and mathlete championships. She hardly even has time for her friends anymore. It’s 
exactly how she dreamed of reinventing herself…right?
 
PICTURE DAY is simultaneously humorous and heartfelt, and it is perfect for fans of 
contemporary graphic novels.

Rights to PICTURE DAY licensed in:
Spanish (World) - PRH Grupo Editorial
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Reimena Yee
336
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September 13, 2022

MY AUNT IS A MONSTER

An engaging contemporary fantasy featuring a young heroine, her mysterious aunt, 
and an adventure full of magical discovery. 

Safia thought that being blind meant that she would only get to go on the journeys she 
listened to in her audiobooks. Then everything changes after she finds herself living 
with a reclusive aunt, the explorer Lord Whimsy. Together they must voyage to stop an 
old rival from uncovering the truth about Whimsy’s disappearance. When an unlikely 
group of chaotic agents come after Whimsy, Safia must take on the challenge herself. 
For the first time in her life, Safia is now the hero of her own story and she’ll have to 
do what she can to save the day. 

MY AUNT IS A MONSTER is a creative graphic novel filled with action, magic, and family 
that explores how anyone can do anything once they are given the chance.

 Rights to SÉANCE TEA PARTY licensed to:
 France – Editions Kinaye
 Italy – Tunué
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Liz Montague
160
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October 18, 2022

MAYBE AN ARTIST  

A heartfelt and funny graphic novel memoir from one of the first Black female cartoonists 
to be published in The New Yorker.
 
Before she was a cartoonist for The New Yorker, Liz Montague was an awkward everyday 
girl living in a small town. In this memoir of her youth, readers will follow Liz from the 
age of five through her days at university — and learn how she overcame severe dyslexia 
through art and found the confidence to pursue her passion. 
 
Funny and poignant, MAYBE AN ARTIST captures the adolescent questions of “who am I?” 
and “what do I want to be?” with clarity and insight.
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Wendy Mass
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224
8 – 12
May 2, 2023

LO AND BEHOLD  

An unforgettable contemporary graphic novel about family, forgiveness, and possibility from 
a beloved New York Times bestselling author.

Addie’s not looking for a new friend, particular after a devastating bike accident and its 
ripple effects changed everything for her. But when her dad’s summer job leads them across 
the country, she finds a buddy in her neighbor Mateo. Soon, Addie and Mateo are invited to 
participate in her father’s virtual reality research. Over the course of the project, Addie and 
Mateo learn to really listen to each other and not make assumptions about others. And they 
begin to appreciate what each of them has struggled with in their young lives.  

Packed with humor, emotion, joyful details and fascinating, big questions, LO AND BEHOLD 
is a powerful, relatable story about the wonder all around us.

BRITISH ONLY
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My parents are big on traditions, 
so we started a new one.

Mom used to give tours at the zoo. 
She and Dad first met in front of 
the giant tortoise enclosure. She 
got really into tortoises after that.

Dad is a futurist. He helps businesses prepare for the future by predicting 
trends. His latest obsession is virtual and augmented reality.

This was the last time 
we took a family picture.

Our 
growing 

tree

When I was ten, Mom fell off 
her bike avoiding a bunny and 
had to have major surgery.

Things went downhill slowly.
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LICENSED & BRAND

GRUMPY MONKEY 
 by Suzanne Lang; illustrated by Max Lang
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Hello, World! is a series designed to introduce nonfiction concepts to babies and toddlers. Featuring bright, cheerful illustrations, 
Hello, World! makes learning fun for young children. Each page offers helpful prompts for engaging with your child. It’s a perfect 
way to bring science and nature into the busy world of a toddler, where learning never stops.

Rights to HELLO WORLD licensed in:
China - CITIC

Japan - Sunmark
Korea - Woongjin Think Big

Russia - AST
Turkey - Beyaz Balina Yayin Sanat Dagitim
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Jill McDonald
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HELLO, WORLD! LET’S GO CAMPING
•Author: 
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Jill McDonald
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HELLO, WORLD! SCHOOL DAY
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HELLO, WORLD! KIDS’ GUIDES:  
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•Author: 
•Format:
•Page count: 
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Jill McDonald
Picture Book
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HELLO, WORLD! KIDS’ GUIDES:  
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•Author: 
•Illustrator:
•Format:
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Jean Reagan
Lee Wildish
Early Reader
32
4 – 6
June 6, 2023

HOW TO GO HIKING 

From the New York Times bestselling creators of HOW TO BABYSIT A GRANDPA, comes 
the latest HOW TO book. This time, young readers are invited to take a hike! 

In HOW TO GO HIKING, new hiking boots call for a hiking adventure! Pack your backpack 
with snacks, water, and a map, and join an uncle and his nephew as they head out for 
their trip. This time, the kids lead the way! This early reader embraces the highs and lows 
of a hike in the woods--from spying lizards, to getting a blister—and of coming home 
again.

In HOW TO BABYSIT YOUR GROWN UP: ACTIVITIES TO DO TOGETHER, keep your 
grownup busy by building a kite, making a mosaic, and more in this fun-filled book, loaded 
with countless creative ideas. All you need are basic materials and some imagination. 

Rights to the HOW TO series licensed in:
Brazil - Editora Schwarcz

Bulgaria - Hermes
China - Beijing Cheerful Century

Czech - Grada
Denmark - Turbine

Iceland - Bokautgafan Bjork/Bokafelagid
Italy - Piemme

Korea - Seedbook
Norway - Fontini Forlag

Portugal - 2020 Editora/PRH Grupo Editorial
Romania - Paralela 45

Russia - Kariera
Spain – Obelisco

Taiwan - Taiwan Mac Education
Vietnam - Huy Hoang

UK - Hodder & Stoughton
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Random House Children’s Books is thrilled to announce a publishing program based on the SPIRIT RANGERS television show. 
The Netflix animated series is a fantasy-adventure series for children aged three to six, following Native American sibling trio 
Kodiak, Summer and Eddy Skycedar, who have a shared secret—they’re Spirit Rangers, who can transform into their own 
animal spirit to help protect the park they call home. With the blessing of the Chumash and Cowlitz tribes, this programs will 
follow the Skycedar kids on their magical adventures with spirits inspired by Indigenous stories.

In CLAPPER STICK CONCERT, a full-color storybook, readers are introduced to Kodi, Summer, and Eddy, who go to a concert in 
Spirit Park, but a water spirit shows up and swallows up all the musicians. Can the Spirit Rangers bring the music back?

In SNOOZING SUN, an early reader, it’s nearly nighttime, but the sun won’t set in Xus National Park. Kodi, Summer, and Eddy 
go to Spirit Park to discover why, and they’ll learn an important lesson about what it really means to be a hero.

•Author: 
•Illustrator: 
•Format:
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

JohnTom Knight
Random House
Picture Book
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Arfy the rescue dog stars in these New York Times bestselling letter-writing comic tales, the perfect buy for children, teachers, and librarians.

CAN I BE YOUR DOG? introduces Arfy, a homeless mutt who lives in a box in an alley. Arfy writes to every person on Butternut Street about what 
a great pet he’d make. His letters to prospective owners share how great he is! Won’t anyone open their heart to a lonesome dog?

In picture book I FOUND A KITTY, Arfy discovers a homeless kitten. Arfy hopes Scamper can come live with him, but his person is allergic to cats! 
So, Arfy writes persuasive letters to prospective owners about what a great pet Scamper would make. But somehow these matches aren’t made 
in heaven. If Scamper can’t live with any of them, where will he go?

In picture book IS THIS YOUR CLASS PET?, Arfy notices a stowaway in his vest pocket—a turtle! Arfy must write letters to each of the teachers—and 
even the principal—to find the turtle’s rightful owners. Can Arfy get this guy back to the proper classroom?

In ARFY AND THE STINKY SMELL, an early comic reader, Arfy loves to sniff things out, but this newest smell isn’t so nice. He will find the source of 
this mysterious smell, even if he has to sniff the whole neighborhood!

Rights to CAN I BE YOUR DOG licensed in: 
Bulgaria - Eunicata
Greece - Diaplasi
Israel - Knafayim

Korea - Prooni
Poland - Edra Urban
Russia - ST Licence

Spain – Obelisco
Taiwan - Taiwan Mac Education

Vietnam - Huy Hoang
UK - Hodder & Stoughton

Arfy the Rescue Dog
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Young readers with a love of science and imaginative illustrations will delight in MISTY THE CLOUD’s guides to the science of weather in this 
New York Times bestselling series.

In picture book A VERY STORMY DAY, Misty the Cloud wakes up feeling stormy, and nothing seems to make her day better! And Misty’s grumbly 
mood affects everyone when her big emotions cause a thunderstorm to rumble across the sky. With help from friends and family, Misty accepts 
that sometimes she’s just going to be a little stormy—and it will always pass.

In picture book FRIENDS THROUGH RAIN OR SHINE, Misty’s party with her other cloud friends is interrupted by a group of sunbeams, and she 
finds herself getting stormy. Misty and Raye can’t agree on whose game is better, and an argument between them could cause the biggest storm 
of all. When they finally find a way to get along, they make a big, beautiful rainbow. 

In FUN IS IN THE AIR, a beginning reader, Misty will teach readers all about how wind forms.

Rights to MISTY THE CLOUD licensed in: 
Korea – Midnight Bookstore
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Everyone’s favorite New York Times bestselling monkey is back! Random House Children’s Books is excited to expand our 
GRUMPY MONKEY program with new titles and formats. 
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GRUMPY MONKEY  
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GRUMPY MONKEY GET 
YOUR GRUMPS OUT

By Suzanne Lang
Illustrated by Max Lang

get Your grumps out

GRUMPY 
MONKEY

Jim Panzee wants a fresh start, so, one by one, he 
asks his jungle friends to help him get rid of all his 
grumps. But in the end, he is Grumpy Monkey, and 
Norman assures him it’s best to be himself.
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GRUMPY 
MONKEY

It’s the day of the big race in the jungle, 
and Tortoise has asked Jim Panzee for 
help. Will they win together?
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There’s a celebration in the jungle! 
Lights! Decorations! Holiday 
treats! Everyone loves Christmas. 
It’s such a magical time of year, 
and all the animals are getting 
into the holiday spirit. Everyone 
except for Jim Panzee. After all, 
rain is pouring down and Jim is 
sure that everything stinks. And 
when he eats a green banana, he 
feels sick! That makes everything 
worse. Can anything cheer up this 
grumpy monkey?

But then Jim’s best friend, 
Norman, helps him see that if 
he puts aside his complaints and 
instead focuses on the wonder  
all around him, he just might feel 
like celebrating. 

US $18.99 / $24.99 CAN

’Tis the season 
to be grumpy!

SUZANNE LANG is the author of 
the #1 New York Times bestselling 
Grumpy Monkey series. Her other 
titles include All Kinds of Families 
and Hooray for Kids. When she’s not 
working on books, Suzanne writes 
and produces animated television 
series. Suzanne loves animals 
(especially cats and monkeys)  
and chocolate (especially with 
praline filling).

MAX LANG is an animation director, 
storyboard artist, character designer, 
and illustrator. He has illustrated all 
of the Grumpy Monkey books, and 
his animated films have earned him 
numerous awards, including two 
Emmys, a BAFTA, and two Oscar 
nominations. Max loves reptiles 
and amphibians and often sneaks 
them into the backgrounds of his 
illustrations.
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Also available as an ebook
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By the creators of the #1 New York Times bestseller Grumpy Monkey

“Crisp illustrations featuring a broad cast 
of animated, boldly colored animals . . .  

will draw readers into Jim’s situation until 
the reassuring outcome.” —Booklist
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GRUMPY MONKEY 
DON’T BE SCARED

In GRUMPY MONKEY DON’T BE SCARED, a new picture book, Jim Panzee and his friends 
brave the dark to collect treats. But then two glowing eyes flash overhead, and looking for 
treats is almost abandoned. 

In GRUMPY MONKEY EGG-SITTER, a new chapter book graphic novel, Oxpecker persuades 
Jim to sit on her egg for just a minute. When she is nowhere to be found, poor Jim is stuck 
being the egg-sitter.

New 
Title

New 
Title



Rights to GRUMPY MONKEY licensed to:
19 Markets 

Australia    –  Scholastic 
China (Simplified)    –  Beijing Tianlue 
France    –  Casterman 
Germany    –  Loewe Verlag 
Greece     –  Papadopoulos Publishing 
Israel     –  Sefer La Kol  
Italy     –  Il Castoro 
Japan     –  Hyoronsha 
Korea     –  KIZM Education 
Luxembourg    –  Perspektiv  
Norway    –  Gyldendal 
Poland     –  Publicat 
Portugal    –  Penguin Random House Portugal 
Romania    –  Epica Publishing 
Russia     –  Clever Media 
Slovenia    –  Zolozaba Epistola 
Spain (Catalan)  –  Simbol Editorial 
Spain (Spanish)  –  RBA Libros 
Taiwan      –  Taiwan Mac 
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STRANGER THINGS:  
LUCAS ON THE LINE

Everyone in Hawkins is trying to recover from the tragic events at Starcourt. 
With Max still reeling from her trauma, and Will and El growing more distant, 
Lucas is feeling especially lonely. He’s also tired of being an outsider in his own 
town. 
 
When a popular upperclassman offers an alternative to Lucas’s current social 
status by giving him a spot on the basketball team, he begins to learn about 
himself outside the Party. He also begins to understand himself as a Black boy 
in Hawkins – a journey both overwhelming and necessary. 
 
Stranger Things fans will eagerly join Lucas as he navigates life in Hawkins 
and a growing awareness of his own identity, while flashing back to the key 
moments in his life that made him who he is.
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STRANGER THINGS:  
HAWKINS HORRORS

A collection of terrifying tales from the thrilling world of hit series Stranger Things.
 
Prepare to visit the darkest and most chilling corners of Hawkins. Dustin, Lucas, 
Max, and their friends want to rent videos. When a blackout changes their plans, 
they tell seven twisted tales based on their hometown. What secrets lurk in an old 
asylum? Does a mutant creature live at the bottom of Lovers’ Lake? Is a harmless 
teddy bear actually controlled by a supernatural force?
 
These monstrous mysteries are sure to enthrall fans. Stranger Things Season 4 
premiered in summer 2022 to an incredible reception, and the show has already 
been renewed for a fifth season. 
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STRANGER THINGS CHOOSE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE 

Are you ready to journey to the dark side of Hawkins, Indiana? 

Join Eleven, Dustin, Max, Lucas, and their friends as they explore Pennhurst Asylum, the creepy old Creel house, 
and possibly even the Upside Down. The decisions you make will decide the fates of the characters that can lead to 
28 startling outcomes. 

Fans of Netflix’s hit show Stranger Things will love this exciting addition to the Choose Your Own Adventure® series.

Rights to STRANGER THINGS licensed in: 
Bulgaria - Egmont

Czechia - Argo
France - Hachette

Hungary - Cartaphilus
Israel - Kinneret
Italy - Mondadori

Poland - JK Wydawnictwo
Portugal - PRH Grupo Editorial
Romania - Editura Bestseller

Russia - Limited Company
Spain (World) - Editorial Oceano de Mexico 

UK - Random House Group Ltd
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REMEMBER 

US Poet Laureate Joy Harjo and Caldecott Medalist Michaela Goade invite young 
readers to celebrate family, nature, their heritage, and the world around them.

Remember the sky you were born under,
Know each of the star’s stories.
Remember the moon, know who she is.
Remember the sun’s birth at dawn,
That is the strongest point of time.

In simple and direct language, REMEMBER urges readers to pay close attention 
to who they are, the world they were born into, and how all inhabitants on earth 
are connected. This timeless poem paired with magnificent paintings makes for 
a picture book that is a true celebration of life and humanity’s role within it.

We’re very proud to publish this stunning and important title from two leading 
Native creators. 





REAL TO ME 

An acclaimed author and a Coretta Scott King Honoree pair up for this 
tender story about friendship and accepting change in this picture book 
told from the perspective of a monster who loses her human imaginary 
friend. 

When an imaginary friend’s real-life best friend disappears, the creature 
is left to wander alone. Did it dream up the entire friendship? Maybe . . . 
But the creature misses her laugh, her comfort, and her silly mischief. It 
couldn’t have imagined those things, could it? 
 
Lush illustrations pair with touching text in this gentle picture book that 
encourages a tender friendship with our own imagination and an open-
mind to real friendships just around the corner. 

Rights to THE BLUR licensed in:
China – CITIC Press
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THE LITTLE BOOK OF JOY 

THE LITTLE BOOK OF JOY is a touching picture book adaptation of the international 
bestseller, THE BOOK OF JOY, by His Holiness the Dalai Lama and Archbishop Desmond 
Tutu.
 
In their first collaboration for children, these two spiritual masters share their sources 
of joy with young readers. When they were sad and lonely and wished for friends, they 
learned to look around and find joy in all things. This powerful story speaks of the joy 
inside every child and how, even when it hides, readers can find it, keep it close, and 
grow it by sharing it with the world. 
 
Featuring vibrant illustrations, this book is an important gift to children from two  
revered leaders and a reminder that joy has the power to transform the world around 
us even in the darkest of times. 
 

Rights to THE LITTLE BOOK OF JOY licensed in: 
Germany - PRH Germany

Portugal - PRH Grupo Editorial





BEAR WITH ME 

An endearing picture book from New York Times bestselling creators of I WALK WITH VANESSA 
and I FORGIVE ALEX.

A child’s favorite stuffed animal is a member of the family. This little girl and her bear are no 
different. The two are inseparable. Bear joins the girl for breakfast, lunch, dinner, and every 
moment in between, so when the first day of school arrives, and Bear can’t come along, the 
little girl is worried. At first, being in school feels hard, but as the day goes on the girl finds 
ways to make herself feel better. 

Accessible and kid-friendly, with charming illustrations, BEAR WITH ME beautifully captures a 
child using coping skills to work through her separation anxiety.

Rights to I WALK WITH VANESSA licensed in:
Bulgaria - Dakelche

China - Beijing Everafter Culture
France - Editions La Pasteque

German - Aladin Verlag
Greece - Psichogios
Italy - De Agostini
Japan - Iwasaki

Korea - Woongjin Think Big
Spanish (World) - PRH Grupo Editorial

Sweden - Verbum Forlag
Taiwan - Chang-Tang

Turkey - SEV Yayincilik

Rights to I FORGIVE ALEX licensed in:
France – Editions La Pasteque

Greece - Psichogios
Israel - Agam

Italy - De Agostini
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BREATHE LIKE A BEAR:  
FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL WORRIES 

This companion picture book to BREATHE LIKE A BEAR helps kids feel calm and 
ready to meet new classmates.

With easy-to-follow movements and breathing exercises, children can learn 
techniques for managing their bodies, breath, and emotions. Best of all, they can 
be performed anywhere: in the backseat of a car, at home, or even at a child’s 
desk at school. This is the perfect tool to help children and parents develop a 
fun and consistent mindfulness practice.

Rights to BREATHE LIKE A BEAR licensed in:
China - Beijing Adagio

Croatia - Harfa
Czechia - Albatros Media
German - Luna Ventures

Israel - S. Simson
Italy - Il Castoro
Japan - Sogensha

Korea - Dam & Books
Poland - Stop!Studio

Romania - Editura Galaxia
Serbia - Irena Orlovic PR Harfa & Pamet

Slovakia - Albatros Media
Slovenia - Primus

Spanish (World) - Editorial Sirio
Taiwan - Sharp Point Press
UK - Upside Down Books

 





THE NOISE INSIDE BOYS  

Pete Oswald, the #1 New York Times bestselling illustrator and a father of three 
sons unravels the confusing emotions inside boys today against the backdrop of a 
day at the beach.

When two older brothers tease their younger brother, overwhelming feelings 
surface, along with the urge to push them away. Featuring lovely and subtle  
illustrations, this important book shows how the turbulent emotions we experience 
can be managed by naming and understanding them. Based on real life experience, 
this story about three brothers offers insight and wisdom that all kids—and grown-
ups—will take to heart.

THE NOISE INSIDE BOYS is the perfect book to encourage young readers to never 
feel the need to hide their emotions. 

Rights to ATTACK OF THE UNDERWEAR DRAGON licensed in:
France - Elcy Editions

Israel - Keter
Spanish and Catalan (World)- PRHGE Infantil

Taiwan – Babel Publishing
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“NO” IS ALL I KNOW

Chris Grabenstein and Leo Espinosa, the New York Times bestselling creators,  
behind NO MORE NAPS are back with another hilarious picture book. 

Oliver McSnow only knows the word NO. He says NO so many times, that his NO 
starts to grow and grow . . . until it gets so big that the NO gets out of control. 
Oliver doesn’t bathe. He doesn’t brush his teeth.. He doesn’t sleep. Oliver’s NO is 
taking over. But when Oliver’s cousin visits and introduces the word YES, Oliver’s 
world opens up in a most wonderful way.
 
This delightfully illustrated picture book is a perfect read aloud that will elicit giggles 
from young readers everywhere—and that’s something to say YES to. 
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Rights to NO MORE NAPS licensed in:
China – Beijing Tianlue

Israel – Kinneret
Italy – Editrice Il Castoro

Russia – Clever Media
Taiwan – Grimm Press





Rights to THE MERMAID MOON licensed to:
England – Walker
Estonia – Koolibri

France – Gallimard
Germany – Thienemann-Eslinger

Japan - Iwasaki
Italy – Il Castoro

Poland – Tako Tomasz Klejna

Rights to MARGARET’S UNICORN licensed to:
Czech Republic – Albatros 

England – Walker
Estonia – Koolibri 

France – Gallimard
Germany – Thienemann-Eslinger

Italy – Il Castoro
Japan - Iwasaki

Korea – Sang-Sang-Eui-Him
Poland – Wydawnictwo Lévyz

Portugal – Baduga
Russia – NIGMA
Slovakia – Ikar 
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THE MERMAID MOON  

From the author of the bestselling MARGARET’S UNICORN, this magical picture book 
tells the story of two best friends — one who lives in the water, the other on land — who 
share an exciting adventure during the mystical Mermaid Moon, when sea creatures can 
fly through the air.
 
Once there were two best friends: a mermaid named Merrin and a human named Molly. 
Merrin has never been able to go to Molly’s house on land. However, on the night of this 
year’s Mermaid Moon, Merrin is finally old enough to fly throughout the town. Together 
she and Molly visit the festival and ride on a swing in Molly’s backyard.  When it is time for  
Merrin to leave, she is unable to get down from a tree the girls have climbed.  If she 
doesn’t get back home before the moon sets, the magic might disappear from the world 
forever.
 
THE MERMAID MOON is a delightful picture book that brings the dream of being friends with  
a mermaid to life.





SQUASH, THE CAT 

A heartwarming and hilarious story about a friendship lost and found  
between a cat named Squash and her constant companion Maggie.

Squash is an early-breakfast, lots-of-naps kind of cat. Maggie is a wake-
up-late, wild-playdate kind of girl. Despite their differences, they are the 
best of friends. That is until one day Squash confuses Maggie’s new toy 
for a dangerous beast and makes a terrible mistake. An unbelievably BIG 
mistake. Now Squash is a can’t-face-Maggie kind of cat, and Maggie is a 
wishes-she-had-her-toy kind of girl. But the thing about best friends is, one 
way or another, they always find a way back to each other.
 
With a focus on social emotional learning, accountability and forgiveness, 
SQUASH, THE CAT helps young readers learn the important lesson of owning 
up to your actions and being able to accept an apology. 
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HARMONY AND ECHO

A charming picture book about mermaid best friends from Brigette Barrager, the 
New York Times bestselling illustrator of UNI THE UNICORN. 

Harmony is carefree, fun, and loves to stop and smell the sea flowers. Echo is a  
worrier. She can always find something to fuss about. As her best friend, Harmony 
is determined for Echo to enjoy their debut performance in The Mermaid Ballet.
 
In a magical and detailed world under the sea, the two mermaids practice their steps 
again and again. They dive through the water like seals, spin in circles like minnows, 
slither like eels, and more. But Echo is still worried that she’ll forget everything as 
soon as she faces the audience. So Harmony decides that they should share a secret 
hand squeeze, one that tells Echo, “you are fine, you are okay, I’m right next to you.” 
At the crucial moment when Echo is about to stumble, will their plan work?

With fun, vibrant illustrations, young mermaid lovers will surely find new friends in 
HARMONY & ECHO. 
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THE ICE CREAM VANISHES 

A deliciously funny story from the creator of THE BEAR ATE YOUR SANDWICH.

Squirrel is an expert at making acorns disappear, but he’s shocked and amazed 
when he manages to make some ice cream vanish. He just put it down on that 
rock in the sun for a minute while he went to find Bear. And when they came 
back, it was gone! Determined to replicate this feat, Squirrel and Bear follow 
the ice cream truck and put on a show every forest animal will remember 
forever.
 
Julia Sarcone-Roach creates magical mayhem in a story so delicious, young 
readers will be begging for second helpings.

Rights to A BEAR ATE YOUR SANDWICH licensed in:
China – ThinKingdom Media

Japan – edition F
Taiwan - The Eastern Publishing Company
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THIS LITTLE KITTY 

This little kitty starts the day and meows, “Wake up! It’s time to play! All the 
little kitties get out of bed. Their bellies grumble—it’s time to be fed.”

Read along as these frisky felines pounce and play, claw and climb, and snack 
and sleep—until daylight fades and these little kitties are ready to receive 
some love and affection. 

Filled with bright and playful illustrations, THIS LITTLE KITTY is an adorable 
picture book featuring many delightful cats that will charm cat lovers and 
children alike.
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•Pub Date:
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UNDER THE BLANKET SKY 

An extraordinary debut picture book about a boy, his unusual friend, 
and a summer that changed them forever, rendered in stunning  
illustrations.

A lonely young boy is visited by a mysterious owl one sunny morning, 
setting in motion a memorable summer of shared joy and adventure. 
When the owl eventually continues his journey onward just before the 
first day of school, the boy finds comfort in remembering his friend 
and their time together.

This mesmerizing work—which feels both new and instantly  
classic—is sure to spark beautiful conversations about friendship, 
loss, and change.
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WORDS OF WONDER FROM Z TO A 

Scripps National Spelling Bee champion, Zaila Avant-garde, adds “author” to 
her impressive list of accomplishments, with an inspiring picture book about her 
favorite words, from Z to A.

When 14-year-old Zaila Avant-garde became the first Black American student to 
win the Scripps National Spelling Bee in 2021, the world took notice. Now, this 
extraordinary speller, writer, and basketball champion will inspire children to ex-
plore the world of words around them. Featuring 26 of Zaila’s favorite words, such 
as kindness, hope, and resilience, this invigorating picture book will encourage 
and soothe young readers.

WORDS OF WONDER FROM Z TO A is filled with motivation, learning, and joy, 
from a promising, unique, and uplifting young person.
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GUSTAV IS MISSING!

A heartwarming story of friendship and bravery featuring a small mushroom who 
sets off into the scary world seeking his missing pet slug, from an New York Times 
bestselling author/illustrator. 

When timid Little Cap’s pet slug, Gustav, goes missing, all seems lost. He must 
gather the courage to venture into the chaotic outside world. There he will encounter 
many suspicious characters, climb sheer cliffs and deep canyons, step in something 
really gross, and even . . . talk to his neighbors. After much perilous searching, Little 
Cap will find his very best friend and find he himself has changed along the way.

GUSTAV IS MISSING is a story that celebrates friendship, perseverance, and bravery 
told with signature heart and humor.
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LITTLE DAYMOND LEARNS TO EARN  

Little Daymond goes to the town fair and is so excited to buy something for 
himself with the money he’s earned working at his mom’s store. But he faces 
a major problem: he wants to buy a poster but doesn’t have enough money. 
Then he gets the idea to use the money he currently has to buy supplies to 
create special t-shirts. Once, he sells the t-shirts, he has more than enough 
money to buy the posters, and he’s learned a lesson about being a young 
entrepreneur. 

LITTLE DAYMOND LEARNS TO EARN is informative with a kid-friendly  
approach to teach young readers about money and saving. 





CINDERELLA AND A MOUSE CALLED FRED 

Illustrated by a Caldecott Medalist, this fresh, hilarious retelling of Cinderella is told by 
the mouse who will become Cinderella’s coach horse.

If you thought you knew the fairy tale Cinderella, think again! Did you know that the fairy 
godmother was actually grouchy? Or that the rodent she transformed into the coach’s 
horse was named Fred? Or that Cinderella hid from the prince when he came looking for 
her with that uncomfortable glass slipper?! 

A beloved fairytale is given the ending it deserves in this clever picture book that shows 
a heroine shape her own destiny . . . and find her fairytale princess.

•Author:
•Illustrator: 
•Page count: 
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•Pub Date:

Deborah Hopkinson
Paul O. Zelinsky
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COVER NOT FINAL





SOON, YOUR HANDS 

Get to know three neighboring families in this poetic picture book that is a parent’s 
ode to everything their child is capable of.

Tonight, each small hand fits inside their parent’s hand. But soon, this hand will grow—
to dig deep in the dirt, make masterpieces and mistakes, and tell stories only it can 
tell. With text that captures the potential in every child, and glowing art that exudes 
warmth, this book braids three children’s stories into one tale of family love. 

From an award-winning author comes this tender book perfect for cuddling together 
at bedtime.

•Author:
•Illustrator:
•Page count: 
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•Pub Date:
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POCKET FULL OF SADS 

A picture book that helps kids understand the feeling of sadness, while encouraging 
mindfulness and exploring what it means to be a good friend.

Rabbit is so excited to go fishing with Bear. But Bear’s not feeling up to it. He’s feels like 
his pocket is full of sads that are weighing him down. Although Bear doesn’t know why 
he’s feeling this way, Rabbit is sure she can fix it. The friends try meditating, healthy 
eating, even a new hobby, only to learn that when it comes to having the sads, there’s 
no easy fix—except, maybe, friendship. 

Tender, with a focus on social emotional learning, POCKET FULL OF SADS, is the perfect 
primer to help children understand sadness and be more supportive companions to 
friends dealing with tough feelings.
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SMART SISTERS 

Beautiful Black and Brown girls with gorgeous natural hairstyles are the stars 
of this vibrant, rhythmic picture book. With encouraging words of unity and 
support on each page, it’s a great read aloud to promote confidence and  
self-esteem among girls of all ages.

We will publish the next book in the Happy Hair series, I’M GROWING GREAT, 
in January 2024. 
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SALAT IN SECRET 

A story about a Muslim boy who receives a salat (prayer) rug on his 
seventh birthday and finds empowerment.

When Muhammad gets a special salat rug on his seventh birthday, the 
age when Muslim children are encouraged to pray, he is determined to 
do all five daily prayers on time. But one salat occurs during the school 
day, and he’s worried about being seen praying at school. His father 
parks his truck to worship in public places, and people stare at and mock 
him. Will the same thing happen to Muhammad? In the end, with help 
from his teacher, he finds the perfect place to pray. 

SALAT IN SECRET is a poignant story about an important facet of Islam 
that many observant children cherish but might be scared to share.

Rights Licensed in:
UK - Andersen Press Ltd.
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REPEAT AFTER ME 

A picture book filled with beautiful, inspiring affirmations reminding children of 
their infinite wonder.

Every child, no matter their age, needs to know how much they are loved, and, 
more importantly, should love themselves. In their tender picture book, actors 
Jazmyn Simon and Dulé Hill remind children about the magic of self-love and 
standing firm, regardless of outside voices and doubt. 

With gorgeous illustrations and important affirmations, REPEAT AFTER ME tells 
young readers how cherished, deserving, and gifted they are.
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GIVE 

A gorgeous and powerful book about how simple acts of kindness can do 
so much.

Parents, teachers, grandparents, aunts, and uncles all hope to teach 
children compassion, kindness, and selflessness. When we find ourselves 
lonely, hurt, or left out, this beautiful book shows that giving friendship 
and comfort can help us as well as others.

With a gentle, poignant text and colorful, detailed illustrations, this  
unforgettable story shows the power of changing other people’s days for 
the better.
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BIG BOYS CRY 

A touching picture book with an important message about mindfulness and healthy emotional 
expression for young boys.

It’s Levi’s first day at a new school, and he’s scared. His father tries to comfort Levi by telling him, 
“big boys don’t cry.” Though his father understands this wasn’t what Levi needed to hear, he can’t 
find the words to comfort his son, and Levi leaves for school, still in need of reassurance. Along 
his walk to school, Levi sees examples of grown men openly expressing their sadness and fear. At 
school, things aren’t so bad after all, and on his walk home he sees everyone he’s encountered 
earlier, feeling better now that they expressed their emotions. At home, his father admits that he 
was scared too and the two hug, closer than before.

BIG BOYS CRY teaches boys an important lesson—to embrace their vulnerability. 

Rights to BIG BOYS CRY licensed to:
China – Beijing Cheerful 
France – Elcy Editions

Germany - Luna Ventures
Italy – EDT

Korea – HB Books
Taiwan – Taiwan Mac

Turkey – Aras Yayincilik
Korea – HB Books

Taiwan – Taiwan Mac
Turkey – Aras Yayincilik
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THE ANIMAL SONG 

From musician and artist Jonty Howley comes a lively celebration of friendship and loyalty. 

Three talented animals—a crocodile, a big brown bear, and a weasel—form a traveling 
band to sing and play for the other animals in the woods. Winter, spring, summer, and 
fall—they always attract an eager crowd. But at the end of every show, the animals in 
the audience go off to bed and the band must search for a new stage. Skipping their own 
bedtime, the musical trio parades through the forest during all four seasons until even the 
band falls asleep.   

Featuring a website with original music composed by the author/illustrator, this book is a 
perfect way to tire young readers out right before bedtime.





SO MUCH SNOW 

SO MUCH SNOW is a beautifully illustrated picture book about forest animals who are 
caught in a snowstorm.
 
The book features seven mesmerizing creatures, from a tiny mouse to a giant bear, as 
they try to keep warm in the storm. As the week progresses, the snow keeps piling up. 
On Sunday it seems like spring is finally here . . . but there might be more snow coming.
 
This lyrical picture book features charming images.
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THIS STORY IS NOT ABOUT  
A KITTEN 

A neighborhood comes together to help a kitten find a home in this 
charming story.
 
Contrary to what it seems, this story is not about a kitten, hungry and 
dirty, scared and alone, needing a home. It is also not about the dog 
who heard the kitten meowing sadly. It is not about the woman and 
child walking the dog, who stopped when their dog heard the kitten. Nor 
is it about the friends who brought a box for the kitten or the man who 
offered it some milk. No, this story is not about a kitten at all . . . well, 
maybe it is a little. More importantly, this is a story about compassion 
and generosity. 
 
With a heartwarming focus on care and community, THIS STORY IS 
NOT ABOUT A KITTEN is sure to be cherished by animal-loving readers 
everywhere.

Rights to THIS STORY IS NOT ABOUT A KITTEN licensed to:
Japan – Gakken

Portugal – PRH Portugal
Taiwan – San Min

 





NONFICTION

BEARS ARE BEST! by Joan Holub; illustrated by Laurie Keller 



TITLE
Text

Rights

SISTERS IN SCIENCE 

Discover the fascinating story of Marie Curie and her sister Bronia, two trailblazing 
women who worked together and made a legendary impact on chemistry and health-
care as we know it.

Nobel Prize winner Marie Curie has long been a well-known name around the world. 
Though Marie made extraordinary scientific advances discovering new elements with 
her husband Pierre, many do not know about the powerful force that propelled her 
into science: her sister Bronia! A force in academia and healthcare herself, Bronia 
made significant contributions to the scientific world, along with her loving support 
of sister Marie. 
 
SISTERS IN SCIENCE is a compelling biography of two women who forged their own 
paths while keeping the atomic bonds of sisterhood strong.
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•Page count: 
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Linda Elovitz Marshall
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40
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THE GENTLE GENIUS OF TREES

This delightful blend of nonfiction and inspirational humor teaches lessons from 
the trees—from how to branch out to how to stay rooted.

What could clever humans ever learn from trees? Learn a few life lessons 
from foliaged friends in this truly special book filled with graphic illustrations.  
Readers will encounter a small forest of facts exploring the brilliance of trees 
and the interconnected web that enables the community to share resources, 
warn of threats, and survive and thrive together.
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•Page count: 
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•Pub Date:

Philip Bunting
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THIS IS WHAT I EAT

A color-and-activity book from an award-winning food stylist about healthy eating and 
engaging with our planet. 

In this bold and bright activity book, an award-winning food stylist shares her love of 
fruits, vegetables, and all things yummy with children just starting to explore their own 
dietary preferences.

This book is the ultimate journey for young food lovers and picky eaters alike. With a 
deliciously global perspective and a focus on community and humanity, this activity book 
helps children better understand not only what we eat, but how we eat it. 

Filled with 30+ activities and journal pages, young readers will love having this keepsake 
of culinary self-exploration. 
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LITTLE ROSETTA AND  
THE TALKING GUITAR

A picture-book biography about Sister Rosetta Tharpe, the woman who invented 
rock and roll. 

This stunning picture book imagines the childhood of Sister Rosetta Tharpe, 
whose rural roots inspired the music we still hear today. Young readers will see 
a child’s dream become reality through hard work and perseverance. And they’ll 
learn the overlooked story of a pioneering Black artist, whose contribution to 
music history is only now being discovered. 

Backmatter in the book will include more detailed information about Sister  
Rosetta’s life, career, and contribution to music, making LITTLE ROSETTA AND 
THE TALKING GUITAR an essential nonfiction book for young readers. 



YOSHI, SEA TURTLE GENIUS

The true story of a sea turtle who swam the longest distance of any animal 
in recorded history.

Inside every loggerhead turtle is genius: the ability to find their first home, 
no matter how far away. Follow one turtle from her birth on a beach in 
Australia to her trip across an ocean filled with sharks and seahorses and 
much more. Follow her rescue from a net by a fisherman, who names her 
Yoshi, and her rehabilitation at an aquarium before her record-breaking 
swim across the Indian Ocean to the beach on which she hatched, to lay 
her eggs.

Both heartwarming and exciting, readers will enjoy following Yoshi on her 
remarkable journey. 

Rights to STORY FOR A SMALL BEAR licensed in:
Germany - Ars Edition Verlag
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HOORAY FOR DNA!

From an award-winning illustrator, this playful nonfiction picture book 
introduces readers to the concept of DNA and celebrates the similarities 
we share.

Did you know we share DNA with every living thing? Humans, bugs, bears, 
even a virus—we all have shared DNA hidden inside us! This is the perfect, 
friendly introduction to the genetic code that makes up all living things 
and reminds us that we’re all more alike than we think.
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BEARS ARE BEST!

A New York Times bestselling author collaborates with an award- 
winning illustrator for a hilarious nonfiction picture book about bear 
classification. 

A brown bear believes that he is the only bear around. Until he meets 
a polar bear, then a black bear, and then a Giant Panda. Soon each 
bear learns that there are more bears all over the world and each bear 
has their own characteristics that make them special. 
 
Informative and fun, BEARS ARE BEST is perfect for 
curious and animal-loving young readers. 
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TOTALLY RANDOM QUESTIONS  
VOLUME 5 

TOTALLY RANDOM QUESTIONS  
VOLUME 6 

TOTALLY RANDOM QUESTIONS  
VOLUME 7 

TOTALLY RANDOM QUESTIONS  
VOLUME 8 

In TOTALLY RANDOM QUESTIONS VOLUMES 1-8 readers will enjoy wacky, weird 
questions about our wonderfully wild world. 
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TOTALLY RANDOM FACTS VOLUME 2

TOTALLY RANDOM FACTS VOLUMES 1 and 2 pairs amazing photography and cool design with  
a wealth of intriguing information that will leave kids amazed and amused.
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IT’S NOT BRAGGING IF IT’S TRUE

A collection of stories, advice, and life lessons from Scripps National Spelling Bee 
champion and two-time Guinness World Record holder Zaila Avant-garde. 

After Zaila Avant-garde became the first African American student to win the Scripps 
National Spelling Bee, in 2021, she became an overnight sensation. In this middle grade 
nonfiction book, Zaila shares the personal anecdotes that have shaped her life, while 
extending advice to readers on living authentically. She writes about her family, her  
accomplishments, her experience being home-schooled, and so much more to  
motivate and uplift other kids who have dreams. Zaila is an exceptionally remarkable 
young woman, but she has fears and anxieties just like everyone else—what makes 
her remarkable is the way she chooses to overcome the obstacles in front of her. 

IT’S NOT BRAGGING IF IT’S TRUE will inspire young readers to succeed by being 
exactly who they are.
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